
TIME TEAM AT BITTERLEY 

AND WOLVERHAMPTON ARCHAEOLOGY GROUP 

WAS THERE TOO! 

A diary of our three days working at Bitterley, April 19, 20, 21 2011. 

Three members of Wolverhampton Archaeology Group, Martin, Jan and Sue, were lucky 

enough to be able to take part in the Time Team Dig at Bitterley in Shropshire. 

Wolverhampton Archaeology Group had been called in to undertake geophysics by the 

Bitterley Archaeology Team based at the local village school lying in the shadow of the Clee 

Hill. The children had been carrying out an excavation, finding pottery and other items, and 

wanted to ascertain if there were any features below the field surface adjacent to both the 

haha of the manor house, Bitterley Court, and the Norman church. The present village is 

located half a mile away from both buildings. Had the village moved over a period of time? 

Did the Black Death play a part in this? Wolverhampton Archaeology Group had come to try 

and locate any features hidden below the field’s surface. Geophysics brought to light walls  

 

which the children then, under their teacher’s guidance, started to excavate, discovering 

plenty of pottery on the way. 

The school then called in Time Team who, having visited the site and carried out research, 

decided to undertake a three day excavation in April 2011. 

There then ensued an amazing three days at Bitterley. Well, yes, we have all seen Time Team 

on TV but there we were a part of it, along with an amazing group of enthusiastic, 

knowledgeable children, their parents and school staff. It also helped having the weather on 

our side. The sun shone and the temperature was exceptional for this time of year. Was this 

really April?  



DAY 1 We all gathered to hear Phil and Mary-Ann give a talk to the children, parents and the 

rest of us on how to dig a test pit. These were undertaken in various gardens. However, 

having not been allocated a task, we followed the professional archaeologists up to the field 

where the first trench was to be excavated. Here Tim Taylor spotted us and we were able to 

help by finds washing.  

 

At the same time, we could see further geophysics being undertaken by John Gater and his 

team, the landscape archaeologist at work, Tony Robinson, Mick Aston, Tim Taylor, all the 

other familiar faces and names and not so familiar ones both behind the cameras and the 

scenes at work, creating the future programme.  

 

All too soon it was time for lunch. Goodness, the catering was very good. 



 

With the afternoon came an opportunity for us to have a dig in Phil’s trench. So, armed with 

pick axe and trowel Martin and I had a go  

 

Were we going to find anything? Apparently not, but we had had a go. Hot work, but really 

exciting. During the breaks it was interesting talking to the diggers and members of the Time 

Team crew.  

Finds washing followed, back in the school garden. There were numerous finds from the 

various test pits and trench while just inside the school doors we could see others busy on 

their computers working on the geophysics results and carrying out research. Having 



undertaken finds washing on our sites, we were quite at home. We were not alone, as 

members of Bitterley village, children and adults, also did their bit. 

Amazing how much pottery etc had come from people’s gardens. 

DAY 2 On arrival this morning we were advised the rest of the pottery etc needed to be 

washed and made ready for a shoot at 10 o’clock. No pressure then! Now this was interesting. 

A map had been set up the previous day showing the site of the village, manor and church 

and the location of the various finds in the garden. This was just in front of where we were 

carrying out the finds washing. Here we had front seat viewing watching Debbie Klemperer, 

from the Potteries Museum and Art Gallery, and Mary-Ann talking through where various 

finds had been located in both the village test pits and the field excavation and trying to build 

up a picture of the past from the evidence found so far.  

Further interviews took place and again there we were, able to see these in progress. We were 

also filmed undertaking the finds washing – however, having run out of finds to wash we had 

to continue the process using the same finds which, by the end of filming, were spotlessly 

clean. Yet another hot day which meant the finds dried very quickly. Could this good weather 

continue? 

The morning also brought with it a chance to see Victor Ambrus painting and a photo 

opportunity here not to be missed.  

Late afternoon as we were leaving, John Gater suggested we went on to the village green as 

Time Team had set up a pub to which all those involved in the dig and the village residents 

had been invited.  

 

There are no pubs in Bitterley so Time Team brought their own! Well, as said before, it was a 

very hot day so this went down very well. A light-hearted shoot took place here with Phil 

Harding followed by one with Tony Robinson and Mary-Ann discussing the dig so far.  

DAY 3 Sadly, last day, and on arrival we were met by Professor Mick Aston who advised we 

were working with him for the day and, if he had known we were going to be there, he would 



have worn the tee-shirt we gave him when he came to do a talk for us a few years back – and 

a very good talk it was too. We really appreciated this opportunity to gain further experience. 

The aim was to dig a test pit in the grounds of Park Hall. As we walked over with Theresa 

and Mary-Ann we could see Kerry in the distance using a cherry picker for filming an 

interview featuring Tony Robinson. The test pit was to be one square metre in size. Trays 

were marked up accordingly ready. First the turf was removed and the excavation 

commenced. As the soil was removed it was then sieved to check it through for finds. The 

aim was to go down one spade, 10 cm spit, at a time, sieve and then dig again. All sides were 

to be kept vertical and the pit remain the same size throughout. There were one or two 

diggers and a number of sievers to enable the excavation to be completed as quickly as 

possible.  

 

Pieces of medieval pot came to light which the children eagerly washed as soon as they were 

excavated. These dated from 1100 to 1300. Have to admit though, the pieces did look more 

like stone. Very difficult to spot. Mick Aston spent a lot of time with the children discussing 

the finds with them, what to look for, and about the site. These children are certainly keen to 

learn. 

During the afternoon we three joined one of the tours of the excavations on the field. Things 

had really moved on here and further trenches had been dug and all were now either being 

finished or planned.  

Was this over? No, not yet. Everyone was called to a nearby unexcavated field between the 

village and Bitterley Court to hear the conclusions Time Team had reached. The villagers had 

laid out tables and supplied food and drink for the gathering. Here we were told of Time 

Team’s findings and suggestions as to where the Bitterley Archaeology Team could excavate 

next. 



What an eventful three days. Busy, but so enjoyable. Our thanks again to Tim Taylor, 

Professor Mick Aston and the members of the team who made us feel so welcome and also to 

June Buckard who had asked us to carry out the geophysics for the Bitterley Archaeological 

Team in the first place. These three days were an experience Martin, Jan and I will never 

forget.  

If there is any chance we can join another Time Team dig somewhere in the future, we 

wouldn’t hesitate. 

Sue Foster Publicity Wolverhampton Archaeology Group  


